‘’Co-creating Positive Energy Districts, with Integrated Planning and
Design, a Common Energy Market & CommunityxChange’’

The +CityxChange vision is to enable the
co-creation of the future we want to live
in. This includes the development of a
framework and supporting tools to enable
a common energy supply market, supported by a connected community. This leads
to recommendations for new policy
intervention, market (de)regulation and

business models that will deliver positive
energy communities, integrating e-Mobility as a Service (eMaaS). The +CityxChange
project is developing and deploying Positive Energy Blocks and Districts (PEB/PED)
and scaling these out as part of the
European Clean Energy Transition in cities.
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Prototype the Future

Test solutions before we implement
them. Hard modelling and with
citizents through beta projects.

Integrated
Planning
and Design
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Co-creating the future
we want to live in

3D modelling and
Decision Support
Tools (DST).

Enable the Future

Create new innovations, tools, technologies,
services etc. to enable the creation of positive
energy blocks and districts.

Common Energy Market
Include RES, storage, energy
management, blockchain,
P2P energy trading,
community grid,
electric-vehicles,
energy grid
infrastructure.

CommunityxChange

Innovation Playground, Platfor(u)ms,
Next Generation of Smart Citizen,
PEB Champions etc.

PEB

Positive Energy
Block/Distirct

Accelerate the Future
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cityxchange.eu

Create new top-down approaches from urban
authorities and bottom up approaches through
citizen engagement which, accelerates
the adoption of positive energy
blocks and districts.

info@cityxchange.eu

@PlusCities

VÕRU
Norway

Estonia
Rep of
Ireland

Czech Rep.

Spain

The central challenge of Võru is
that people prefer to live and have
their businesses in the suburbs,
while the city centre (heritage
area) is lacking activities. There is
an urgent need to make the
heritage area an attractive place to
live and have business in by fostering innovation, reconstructing the
buildings and making them more
energy eﬃcient.

Romania

Bulgaria

As part of +CityxChange, Võru
is focusing on how to bring life
back to the city centre by
providing analyses, visions and
plans for the historical area in
the context of innovation and
energy eﬃciency. As an example, Võru is trying to analyse
whether it is possible to develop Positive Energy Blocks
which incorporate the municipal buildings in the heritage
area.
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DA1: VÕRU
Primary schoold
Kindergarten ‘Päkapikk’
Võru Järve School
Kindergarten ‘Okasroosike’
Võru Adult Gymnasium
Kannel Cultural Centre

